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Minister’s Letter 
 
Developments in the UK churches' 
response to Covid-19 have been fast-
moving, with frequent updates to 
Government guidelines amid a gradual 
shift from national restrictions towards 
more localised action. 
 
Here at Trinity, our online Church 
Members' Meeting back in June 
confirmed that we should delay 
reopening for worship until at least early September – though with 
continuing provision for those not yet ready to come back to church 
in person.  At the time of writing, we're working hard to finalise 
arrangements ready to start welcoming people back this month – 
details to be communicated separately!  
 
Meanwhile the United Reformed Church has produced a simple 
'Personal Risk Assessment' to help us each reach an informed decision 
on attending worship and other activities in person (to be read 
alongside other official advice about staying safe).  
 
On the table below, circle the score next to each category that applies 
to you, then add up your total. A total of under 3 indicates a lower 
risk, but you should still be following the guidance for staying safe.  A 
score of 3-5 suggests a greater risk and you should consider ways of 
reducing your risk by taking additional precautions or avoiding some 
activities. A score of 6 or more suggests a high risk and indicates that 
you should continue to participate in church life from your home. 
 
Whilst the URC is not claiming medical expertise, the assessment tool 
is designed to show how different risk factors may combine to give 
serious health complications should you catch the Covid-19 virus.  It 
includes the factors where there is significant statistical evidence but 
does not include any rarer conditions which you may have, so this 
only offers a starting point.  It also does not include the factors that 
may make you 'clinically extremely vulnerable' (i.e. for which you may 
earlier have received official advice to 'shield'). You may want to 
discuss the results with your doctor, or with those who may have 
expectations about your involvement with church life.  
 



The scoring is based on an article from the British Medical Association 
website. Risk Stratification tool for Healthcare workers during the 
Covid-19 Pandemic; using published data on demographics, co-
morbid disease and clinical domain in order to assign biological risk: 
David Strain, Janusz Jankowski, Angharad Davies, Peter English, Ellis Friedman, Helena 
McKeown, Su Sethi, Mala Rao medRxiv2020.05.05.20091967;  
doi:https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.05.05.20091967  
 
Every Blessing 
 

 

 

Risk Factor Score 

Age Under 50 0 

50-59 1 

60-69 2 

70-79 4 

80 and over 6 

Sex at birth Female 0 

Male 1 

Ethnicity Caucasian 0 

Black African Descent 2 

Indian Asian Descent 1 

Filipino Descent 1 

Other (including mixed race) 1 
 



Diabetes & 
Obesity 

Type 1 & 2 1 

Diabetes Type 1 & 2 with presence of 
microvascular complications or 
HbA1c≥64mmol/mol 

2 

Body Mass Index greater than or equal to 
35kg/m²   (online BMI calculator: 
https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/healthy-
weight/bmi-calculator ) 

1 

Cardiovascular 
disease 

Angina, previous heart attack, stroke or 
cardiac intervention 

1 

Heart Failure 2 

Pulmonary 
(lung) disease 
 
 

Asthma 1 

Non-asthma chronic pulmonary disease 2 

Oral corticosteroids for either above in last 
year 

1 

Malignant 
neoplasm 
(cancer) 

Active malignancy 3 

Malignancy in remission 1 

Rheumatologic
al conditions 

Active treated conditions 2 

Immuno-
suppressant 
therapies 

Any indication 2 

Your Total Score   

  

 

 



Church family news 
Marriage 
On 5 July - Racheal Edgal and Ewomaviano (Viano) Uwuseba 
 
 
Changes of address 
Mrs Alissa White  
– 19 Carrington House, 1A Montague Road, SW19 1TZ 
 
Mr & Mrs Michael Tulloch  
- 199 Cottenham Pk Rd, SW20 0SY.  Tel: (020) 8947 5758 
 
 
Our congratulations to Gilbert and Sheryl Tam, members of our 
Chinese Group, on the birth of their second son on 18 August.  
 
 
Congratulations to all Trinity students who have received their 
examination results over the past weeks.   Our good wishes to them 
in their continuing studies and new beginnings. 
 
 
Happy birthday to… Winz Cheung, Lydia Khurshid, Elizabeth 
McLeish, Deon Nunoo, Benjamin Pratt, Kwame Sarpong jnr, Margaret 
Temple and Margaret Tulloch who celebrate birthdays this month. 

 



September services 
 
Sunday 6 September - Holy Communion 
‘Made for a purpose’ (Psalm 8; Matthew 26.17-20, 26-29) 
 
Sunday 13 September 
‘Reflecting God’s glory’ (Psalm 19; Matthew 6.24-33) 
 
Sunday 20 September – Sermon of the Year entry 
‘With Life from Jesus’ (John 1.1-5) 
Sermon by Katrina Clifford 
 
Sunday 27 September – Harvest 
Revd Alex Mabbs (Minister at Brighthelm URC & Community 
Centre) 
 
 
 
 

 
Hopefully many of you got the chance to watch our "Virtual Messy 
Church" which was posted on the church website in June. Being 
unable to meet in the Mansel Road Centre did not put us off and a 
team effort between Susan, Andrew and Dominic resulted in some 
science, craft, music and worship, and with over 70 views online, it 
appears to have been a success.   
 
With the future somewhat unknown, it is hard to say when we will be 
able to meet for Messy Church in the Mansel Road Centre again, but 
look out for another "Messy Church At Home" in the Autumn! 
 



From the archives 

 

How Trinity celebrated the URC 21st birthday 

We decided to celebrate the 21st birthday of the United Reformed 
Church with a special dinner on 5th October 1993. The guest speaker 
was the URC General Secretary, Revd Tony Burnham. Other special 
guests were Revd Gerald Parrott (Rector of Wimbledon), Revd Simon 
Thorburn (Social Responsibility Missioner for Wimbledon) and John 
King (URC District Secretary). 
 
 

 

 
People at the ‘top table’ (clockwise) are Alan Young (Church 
Secretary), Sue and Ceri Lewis, Tony Burnham, John King (hidden!) 
Tony (Treasurer) and Mavis Hardy, Gerald Parrott, Simon and Mrs 
Thorburn, Andrew and Margaret Noble. 
 

 

 



 

 
Above is another of the tables showing (clockwise), Jimmy Grimstone, 
Muriel McGilchrist, Clifford Amies, Constance Willis, Alison Amies, 
Gladys Whigham and Betty Grimstone.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
News Update is a monthly round-up 
of news from around the United 
Reformed Church.  
Click here to subscribe or go to 
https://bit.ly/31vSGDv and you will 
receive it by email. 
 



Trinity and Merton Citizens  
 

 
 
 
Our church is now in its third year as a member of Merton Citizens 
(MCs).  Even though I wrote in April’s edition of Trinity News about 
one of MCs campaigns to promote building affordable housing on a 
Council-owned vacant site towards Colliers Wood, I suspect that 
many TN readers are not that familiar with what we are committed to 
as members. MCs is part of London Citizens, which in turn is part of 
Citizens UK.  
 
Citizens UK, to quote its website ‘…organises communities to act 
together for power, social justice and the common good.  We are the 
home of community organising in the UK. Our diverse member 
organisations include schools, churches, mosques, synagogues, 
parents groups, health practice, charities and trade unions.  We help 
these members to develop leaders, so they can participate in public 
life and hold politicians and other decision-makers to account on the 
issues that matter to them.’  Its best-known campaign is to secure a 
Living Wage for all employees, which Trinity signed up to in 2016. 
 
MCs currently comprises nineteen faith, education and community 
institutions across the Borough including some churches that we know 
through our joint involvement in the Merton Winter Night Shelter; the 
Raynes Park Community Church who we know well, is a particularly 
active member.  
 
The current focus of MCs is on a Listening Campaign to find out how 
its community is faring while living with Covid-19.  The emphasis is 
particularly on housing and mental health issues.  Information is 



being gathered by phone or virtual interviews, and by email, and 
some of you may already have been asked to take part.  
 
The aim is to find out the key issues for residents within the Borough 
so that a manifesto can be drawn up for presentation to next year’s 
London mayoral candidates in the postponed election.  The aim will 
be to get all the candidates to endorse the manifesto and commit to 
carrying out its key elements. 
 
Currently there are really only three Trinity members involved in MCs, 
and as Dominic is one of those, it may soon become just two.  
Mike Tulloch is a part of the leadership team that is drawing up the 
new manifesto.  Robin Goodchild is involved with housing issues (as 
is Mike).  We particularly need someone with an interest in mental 
health. Please contact either of us if you could be interested in 
knowing more about MCs.  Age is no barrier.  Citizens is also excellent 
at building leadership skills amongst its members. 
 
Mike Tulloch (07836 741974 or michaeltulloch@phonecoop.coop) or 
Robin Goodchild (0771 4095007 or robin.goodchild@sky.com) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

PLEASE PRAY…….  

for Revd Bridget Banks as she takes up her post as Moderator of 
Southern Synod on 1 September. 
 



Preach Magazine Sermon of the Year 
competition 
 
Back in April I was contacted by the organisers of the Sermon of the 
Year competition to say that whilst I wasn't in the final four, I had 
made the top 10 and, as such would be included in their book. I 
promised I'd not say anything to anyone until the book was published, 
which for me was really tricky!  
 
I saw the competition advertised at the end of last year and I thought 
"Why not?".  I'd been wanting to write a "full" sermon for a while, 
after a few Messy Church worships, theme introductions, and of 
course two Nativities!  
 
With just the theme "Made by God" and the word length as fixed, 
having the freedom to pick the Bible verse(s) was both liberating and 
a challenge.  I had an idea of where I wanted to start and finish, but 
not much about the middle.  Over time though, it all dropped into 
place and with Gareth patiently reading and re-reading drafts, by the 
February deadline I had the finished article. 
 
Whilst I was pleased with what I wrote, it was still a lovely surprise 
to find out that it had been selected for the book and was a much-
needed lift in those first few weeks of lockdown.  I really enjoyed 
writing it and look forward to sharing it with others at Trinity.  
 



Book Review:  Made by God  
 
The Sermon of the Year is an annual UK event, run through Preach 
magazine under the auspices of the Leaders of Worship and Preachers 
Trust. This year's theme was “Made by God”, and July saw the 
publication of the top 10 sermons – among them Trinity Elder Katrina 
Clifford's entry!  
 
Given the theme, most of the ten sermons focus on Biblical accounts 
of Creation. Unsurprisingly, the opening two chapters of Genesis are 
popular choices of text here; some of the preachers draw also on 
those Psalms which particularly focus on God's creative work, and a 
couple explore the Gospel of John's re-framing of Creation in the light 
of Jesus Christ. But it's by no means all predictable: there's a wealth 
of Scriptural references including Old Testament prophets, Gospel 
healings, and New Testament epistles; the theme of eco-
responsibility and climate crisis, whilst present, comes to prominence 
only intermittently; and it's interesting that the time-honoured 
“three-pointer” sermon structure still prevalent in many pulpits seems 
entirely absent here. 
 
There's an engaging variety of styles and approaches in the collection. 
Some are pastoral, emphasising self-esteem and reassurance; some 
seek to broaden our perspective to take in scientific discoveries and 
the wonders of the wider cosmos; some bring fresh and intriguing 
insights into Biblical texts. I was particularly struck by one sermon 
presented in narrative form, as an imaginative re-telling of the 
Garden of Eden story which put me in mind somewhat of CS Lewis' 
style. Meanwhile the overall winner (announced a few days after 
publication, so not identified as such in the collection!) has chosen 
Biblical texts which focus more on character than on creation, to take 
the “Made by God” theme in a different but compelling direction. 
 
With each of the ten sermons coming in at no more than 1,500 words, 
it's a small book but it does feel rather hastily put-together.  Some of 
the page numbers on the Contents page are incorrect; only three of 
the sermons' headings identify the key Bible text; and one sermon 
repeatedly remarks upon a Psalm as having been “written 1,000 years 
ago” - that's entirely mistaken, as it would place this Old Testament 
text a full millennium after Jesus and indeed within a generation of 
the Battle of Hastings! Such proof-reading errors are a little 



frustrating; but they are minor, and doubtless reflect the challenge of 
bringing the book to publication during the pandemic. 
 
And as for Katrina's sermon?  Well we shall soon have the opportunity 
to hear her preach it at Trinity, so I won't give any “spoilers”!  But I 
will say that it brought a broad smile as I read it.  All who know Katrina 
will recognise her in it: the framing metaphor drawn from her own 
creative activities, the gently perceptive prising-open of her chosen 
Bible text, and above all the warm encouragement of her central 
message.  
 
Indeed, encouragement is my key take-away from this whole 
collection.  With a spread of contributors ranging from church leaders 
to fledgling preachers, all rising to the additional challenge of 
delivering their sermon without the immediate context of an 
identifiable “target” congregation, it seems to me that this book isn't 
just about the particular preachers and their message. More than 
that, it's a celebration of the Church's conviction that God calls and 
equips us together – full-timers and first-timers alike - for the 
proclamation of God's word.  
 

- Revd Dominic Grant 

Made by God: The Top 10 Sermons of Sermon of The Year 2020 
(©2020 Preach Magazine, published by Leaders of Worship and 
Preachers Trust), ISBN 978-1-9163073-1-5, is available priced £7 via 
online order from https://www.preachweb.org/books-and-diaries 
 
 
 
CALLED TO PREACH?  
 
Synod’s Lay Preachers training course has now run for three years 
with over 50 delegates enjoying an exciting and inspiring journey. 
The next course will start in January 2021. 
Are you interested? 
 
Please contact Revd Andy Twilley (Synod Training Officer) at 
training@urcsouthern.org.uk to find out more. 
 
 



Trinity Toddlers 
 
Sadly, but not unexpectedly, 
Trinity Toddlers has been unable 
to meet since March and we've 
missed seeing our regular faces 
on a Friday morning.  It has been 
agreed that Toddlers cannot 
safely meet again until January 
2021 at the earliest.  In addition 
to this, we will be saying goodbye 
to our three leaders, Miriam, 
Janet and Susan, which leaves 
the leadership role vacant.  
Thought and prayer now needs to 
be given to the future leadership 
of this popular group. 

 
 
Our continuing church……. 
 
Elders’ Council has met 17 times by Zoom since the beginning 
of lockdown in March, with several smaller group meetings, working 
at matters in connection with our worship, property and lettings, 
communications, outreach, finance during lockdown and looking 
ahead to the ‘new normal’. 
 
All Elders met on one occasion by Zoom to look at the results of 
our Covid-19 survey and its indications for the way ahead. 
 
Our thanks to Sarah Elliot, our Junior Church Leader, who has 
provided material for Junior Church & Pilots every week since 
lockdown began in March, at home, during our Sunday worship and 
on the website.  Children and adults alike have both much appreciated 
this! 
 
And, of course, our thanks go to Andrew Davies, our Director of 
Music, who, as you will read on the next page, has spent hours every 
week since March arranging our music for the online Sunday worship. 



Trinity Music in lockdown  
 
We hope you’ve been enjoying Trinity’s online services during our 
time away from church.  While many things about them may seem 
very similar to our services face-to-face, creating them involves a 
very different process to delivering a Sunday morning service in 
person. None more so perhaps than our music.  So how exactly do 
our choir and musicians get to sing and play together in an online 
service without physically meeting each other?  
 
Instead of practising two days beforehand, the process starts ten days 
in advance, when I record and e-mail out instrumental backing tracks 
(without any singing).  There’s no conductor, so the tempo has to be 
regular using a metronome:  slowing down, speeding up, changing 
dynamics and cueing entries have to be kept to a minimum.  And, of 
course, playing any wrong notes means starting the recording again! 
Keyboards aren’t like church organs, so I have to play through each 
hymn several times adding piano parts, strings, etc. in layers.  
 
For every singer, the process is daunting: you don’t normally have to 
sing solo and unaccompanied in a choir, but every singer has to do 
that now, listening to the backing track through headphones alone at 
home and recording themselves individually. We’ve decided not to 
video record the singers, as that would add even more pressure!  
 

 
 



Once all the individual recordings are sent back to me, each singer 
needs to be lined up precisely to the instrumental track so they sing 
in sync with it.  Our ears are so sophisticated that even a millisecond 
out will sound wrong to any listener, whether you feel you’re musically 
inclined or not.  Then of course the volumes of different voices and 
backing need to be balanced, deep breaths, page turns and 
microphone interference needs to be edited out... and how exactly do 
you make sure every singer in the choir sings words ending in ‘t’ or 
’s’ at the same time without a conductor to tell them when?  
 
Finally, reverb and chorus effects are added if necessary, and for 
some modern worship songs, you may have noticed I have echoed 
parts in places where it fits neatly...and that’s just the music, before  
Dominic adds the mp3s to slides with the words in his video editing.  
 
 

 
 

Garage Band mixer screen 
 
If you’ve enjoyed our songs and hymns online, with singers’ 
permission I’m hoping to create a ‘lockdown’ album of the best ones, 
to be available if (and hopefully when) our services return to normal.  
No matter what intervenes, we can still sing and worship together, 
for as Matthew (19:26) and Luke (1:37) remind us, nothing is 
impossible with God.  

- Andrew Davies 



Abundance Wimbledon's 10th Annual Fruit 
Day 
 
Confirmed date:  Saturday 19 September  
from 11am to 2.30pm 
St Mark's Church, St Mark's Place 
 
Entry via Compton Road only (one-way system to meet 
Government social distancing Guidelines) 
 
We will continue to follow all UK Government Guidelines in relation to 
the Covid-19 pandemic.  Fruit Day stalls may change to enable 
adherence to these guidelines. 
 
Lots of home-made jams, chutneys, cordials and cakes to buy, music 
and fruity fun for children and adults. 
 
 

 
 
 
What is Abundance Wimbledon? 
 
There are lots of fruit trees in the Wimbledon area, but much of the 
fruit falls on the ground and is wasted. Abundance helps people to 
access this fruit and pick it.  Our main objective is that the fruit gets 
used. If at the same time, we can help people who might be struggling 
with the cost of fresh food, share skills, reduce waste and have fun 
doing all of this, so much the better! 



 
Lord of our harvest, Lord of the field,  
give thanks to our God in nature revealed.  
 
Give thanks for the sun, 
the wind and the rain. 
Thanks for the crops 
that feed us again. 
The corn safely cut is gathered inside. 
We thank you, O Lord, that you can provide. 
Lord of our harvest, Lord of the field,  
give thanks to our God in nature revealed.  
 
The trees ripe with fruit 
stand proud in the sun, 
we gather them now 
that summer is gone. 
For yours is the wonder, yours is the power. 
Yours is the glory of fruit and of flower. 
Lord of our harvest, Lord of the field,  
give thanks to our God in nature revealed.  
 
And in our plenty, 
help us to see, 
the needs of all others whatever they be. 
Food for the body, strength for the soul, 
healing and caring, and making them whole. 
Lord of our harvest, Lord of the field, 
give thanks to our God in nature revealed. 
 
("Lord of the Harvest" by Jancis Harvey) 
https://youtu.be/qd6XGvqNGVc 



 
 
August 2020 
 
From: Ian Hardie, Treasurer of the United Reformed Church 

and John Piper, Deputy Treasurer 
 
To: The members and friends of all our 1,400 URC 

congregations 
 
 
‘THANK YOU’ for your unique and vital contribution to the life 
of the United Reformed Church, and for the work of the 
kingdom which we are able to do together in God’s name 
  
We are living through an extraordinary and challenging time – a very 
anxious time for everyone; a difficult time for many; and a time of 
suffering and loss for some.  Yet, the main purpose of this letter is to 
say ‘thank you’ to each of you for all that you have done for the 
Church in the past; for all that you continue to do even in these 
difficult times; and for what you will do in the future. 
  
As we are treasurers, you will not be surprised that the focus of this 
letter is on finance.  But we recognise that finance is only a means to 
the end which is our doing of God’s work together. 
  
‘Thank you’ for your giving to your local church.  Financially, this 
giving is the lifeblood of your own church and of the whole United 
Reformed Church across England, Scotland and Wales.  It is this 
personal giving that enables your local church treasurer to pay your 



church’s bills.  Typically, the largest of those ‘bills’ is the contribution 
your local church pays to the URC Ministry and Mission Fund.  This 
Fund meets the central costs of the United Reformed Church.  The 
total budget is around £20 million and is approved each year by 
Mission Council.  Over 80% of this money is spent on ministers and 
church related community workers – their training, stipends and 
pensions.  But the other 20% also achieves an enormous amount on 
behalf of us all.  General Assembly 2020 was severely constrained 
because of the Covid-19 lockdown, but the reports written for General 
Assembly are available on the URC website, and they paint pictures 
of all the work that has been done in our name over the last two years 
and much of that work is ongoing. 
 
‘Thank you’ for your giving and the giving of your local church 
last year.  In 2019, over £19.4 million was given by local 
churches and synods to the Ministry and Mission Fund.  The 
total contributions from local churches reduced very slightly but the 
average giving per member has, once again and remarkably, gone up 
by more than inflation. 
 
‘Thank you’ for your continued giving this year.  We fully 
understand that circumstances this year are difficult.  Most local 
churches have been unable to meet for over five months.  We have 
not had the usual opportunities to make our offerings for the work of 
the Church.  But most of the costs of the local church and of the 
denomination have not reduced and some have increased as a 
consequence of the pandemic.  We are also aware that some have 
lost income or work this year and are therefore in great financial 
difficulty.  But there are others on fixed incomes who are actually 
better off than they might otherwise have been.  So, please 
continue to give what you can in whatever way you can – or 
save it up until you can hand it over. 
 
Any giving of ours is a response to the amazing generosity and love 
of God which we see in Jesus.  Nevertheless, it is important for us 
to say ‘thank you’ to each and all of you. 
 
If you have any questions or comments arising from this letter then 
please speak to your church treasurer, who has been provided with 
more detailed information.  If they are not able to help directly then 
they can get in touch with the finance team at Church House. 
  
Yours in Christ, Ian and John 


